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Re-introducing the Titan Security System 

Titan Security System is BACK and Better Than Ever! 

 

Philadelphia, PA – (February 1, 2012) When the Titan Security System was first introduced in 2008, 

the software’s ability to integrate multiple hardware and software security platforms into a single, 

simplified command-and-control center changed the way people think about enterprise security. 

Today, the engineers and security experts who originally developed Titan are releasing an all-new 

version that revolutionizes the concept of command-and-control. 

 

Again. 

Originally developed by the engineers and security experts at Me2 Security, the Titan Security System 

is a multi-platform, open architecture security command-and-control system that took Physical 

Security Information Management (PSIM) to new levels. 

“PSIM software is only effective where it can integrate all of your security platforms and devices AND 

coordinate your security and IT personnel,” explained Jim Lowder, Titan Security Group president. 

“The Titan Security System was designed with these critical tasks in mind. 

“With today’s release of Titan Security System v.3, enterprise customers now can integrate virtually 

all of their legacy platforms – hardware and software – into a single command-and-control system,” 

Lowder added. 

 New features include: 

 Mercury Access Control and Security Hardware integration 

 Advanced reporting interface 

 Improved mapping features for the Fiber SenSys Perimeter Protection System 

Titan’s design allows customers the best of both worlds – a complete out of the box Commercial Off 

The Shelf (COTS) system that is flexible enough to adapt to virtually every security environment. The 

open-architecture, SQL-powered system is 100% upgradable. Titan’s modular design makes this 

powerful platform 100% scalable. When a customer’s security needs change, Titan can adapt. 
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The Titan Security Group, formerly Me2 Security, is also a full-service distributor of every product 

integrated with the Titan Security System, including IDTeck and Mercury hardware products, a 

complete collection of video products, Fiber SenSys Perimeter products, and more. 

For more information, please visit www.titansecure.com. 
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